Abstract : In this paper, we address a design method of binaural sound reproduction over loudspeakers, which is a virtual realization of three-dimensional audio. The reproduction is achieved by a model matching control to reproduce a desired sound field in a reproduced sound field. It is known that any sound field includes unstable zeros that are originated from the inherent propagation delay. Therefore, the model matching controller including the direct inversion of the reproduced sound field is inevitably unstable and cannot be implemented to actual systems. To avoid this instability, we propose a design method of a stable feedforward controller based on an H ∞ model matching problem. Additional low gain specification is imposed on the controller to enhance the robustness against modeling errors of the sound field. We apply the design method to actual experimental data of a sound field and also demonstrate through a numerical experiment that the designed controller realizes binaural reproduction accurately.
Introduction
Binaural sound reproduction over multi-channel loudspeakers is a technique for virtually realizing three-dimensional audio. The concept was proposed in the 1960s [1] , [2] . Since then, many sophisticated algorithms have been proposed [3] - [8] . In an approach to implement the binaural sound reproduction system, head-related impulse responses (HRIRs) are utilized. An HRIR is approximately defined as an impulse response from a sound source position to the entrance of a listener's ear canal [9] , [10] . An acoustic signal filtered through an appropriate HRIR is referred to as a binaural signal. A binaural signal synthesized by filtering an HRIR makes the listener perceive the sound image characterized by the filtered HRIR if it is directly transmitted to the listener's ears, e.g., over headphones. In the binaural reproduction over loudspeakers shown in Fig. 1 , which is an application of the binaural signal, an acoustic signal is indirectly transmitted from loudspeakers via a reproduced sound field to the listener's ears. The aim is to reproduce a desired sound field in a different place: a reproduced sound field. However, it is not straightforward to deliver intended binaural signals to the listener's ears.
One fundamental problem of sound reproduction over loudspeakers is crosstalk. It is a cross transmission that arises from the configuration of multiple loudspeakers. As shown in Fig. 1 , an acoustic signal reproduced over one of the loudspeakers is transmitted to both the left and right ears. The crosstalk distorts the frequency characteristics of the acoustic signal and disturbs the transmission of the intended binaural signal to the listener's ears. To overcome this problem and realize binaural reproduction, it is necessary to cancel out the interference of the repro- duced sound field caused by a crosstalk. This is achieved by applying the inversion of the reproduced sound field to binaural signals supposed to be reproduced at the listener's ears. Inversion design for binaural reproduction has been intensely studied in [11] - [14] . For example, [12] and [14] presented the inverse filter design using regularization and diagonalization methods, respectively. In these methods, the controller consists of the model of the desired sound field and the inversion of the reproduced sound field. Additionally, in practical applications, it is desirable to deal with uncertainties in an actual reproduced sound field, which result from, e.g., individual differences of HRIRs or sound reproduction in reverberant and noisy environments. It is known that reducing the gain of the controller enhances the robustness against these uncertainties.
We aim to develop a feedforward model matching controller that is robust against uncertainties in an actual reproduced sound field. In this paper, instead of series connection of the model of the desired sound field and the inversion of the reproduced sound field, we design a model matching controller in a lump. The design is reduced to output tracking control in the formulation of H ∞ control [15] , [16] . In the method, low gain specification is imposed on the controller, which is important for improving the robustness against the uncertainties in the sound field. It should be noted that practical difficulties are encountered in installing the equipment to measure acoustic JCMSI 0003/18/1103-0249 c 2017 SICE signals precisely at the ear canals and to transmit them in real time. Thus, the controller to be designed is a precompensator without output feedback. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a design method of a model matching controller with low gain specification for a sound field. The method is formulated as an output tracking control problem using H ∞ norm minimization. In Section 3, the proposed method is applied to actual experimental data of the sound field. Then, the effectiveness of the proposed controller is examined.
Notations:
The symbol I n represents the identity matrix of size n × n, and O n,m represents the zero matrix of size n × m. R n×m (z) represents the set of all m-input n-output, real-rational discretetime transfer functions. RH ∞ is the set of all proper and realrational stable functions. Σ ∞ denotes the H ∞ norm of a linear time-invariant system Σ whose transfer function is in RH ∞ .
Model Matching Controller

Problem Formulation
Binaural reproduction aims to reproduce a desired sound field in a reproduced sound field. The reproduction is realized by equalizing the series-connected system of the reproduced sound field and the controller to the desired sound field as shown in Fig. 2 . In the figure, the symbols M r , M d , and K represent a reproduced sound field, an desired sound field, and a controller to be designed, respectively. We consider m r and m d number of loudspeakers in the reproduced and the desired sound field, respectively. For a single listener, there are two control points at both ears. Then, the discrete-time transfer functions of M r , M d , and
, respectively, where M r (z) and M d (z) are stable transfer functions.
In Fig. 2 , the transfer function from an original acoustic signal to that at the listener's both ears is described by M r (z)K(z). By achieving M r (z)K(z) = M d (z), we virtually realize the desired sound field. Acoustic signals to reproduce the desired sound field are produced by the convolution of original acoustic signals and the impulse response of the controller. It has been reported that M r (z) has unstable zeros [17] . This implies that the perfect model matching controller, i.e., K(z) = M −1 r (z)M d (z), must be unstable and cannot be implemented to actual systems. To avoid this instability, we formulate an H ∞ model matching problem and design a stable controller.
An approach to design K is illustrated with the block diagram in Fig. 3 . In the figure, w(k) ∈ R m d and e 1 (k) ∈ R 2 are the external input and the control output for controller design, respectively. We aim to design an output tracking controller by suppressing e 1 for any w. Let the transfer function of the entire system from w to e 1 be denoted by T e 1 w (z) ∈ R 2×m d (z) such that
holds, where T e 1 w (z) is given by
The aim of designing K is to sufficiently suppress the system T e 1 w in the sense of some criterion. We adopt H ∞ norm for the criterion to formulate the following optimization problem:
Problem 1 (Model Matching Controller Design 1). find K * (z) = arg min
System Description as Parallel Connection of Reproduced and Desired Sound Field
We consider that the state-space representations of the reproduced sound field M r and the desired sound field M d are described as
respectively, where
are constant matrices. It should be noted that M r and M d have common output ends of the listener's ears. Without loss of generality, we consider the common matrices A and C which express the dynamics of both M r and M d as in (3) and (4) . This is justified in Appendix.
Let the parallel-connected system of M r and M d be M par as shown in Fig. 4 
Problem Reduction to H ∞ Controller Design
In Sect. 2.1, we formulated the design of the feedforward output tracking controller based on the H ∞ model matching problem (Problem 1). Note that Problem 1 is an infinite-dimensional optimization to find the solution as a transfer function, and therefore it cannot be solved effectively. In this subsection, the feedforward control problem is equivalently reduced to the synthesis of a feedback H ∞ controller [15] , [16] , which is solvable in a computationally tractable way [18] .
First, we factor out the system matrix A and the output matrix C, which are the common parts of the realizations of M r (z) and
, and we define
Then, we obtain
Equations (8) and (9) show the equivalence of the transformation from Fig. 3 to Fig. 5 . Next, Problem 1, which is a model matching control design, is reduced to a standard feedback H ∞ control design. To this end, we construct a generalized plant G as follows. Notice the plant G illustrated in Fig. 6 . Another control output e 2 (k) ∈ R m r which satisfies
is introduced for low gain specification on K, where α is a turning parameter to adjust degree of gain suppression. Let the transfer function of the entire system from w to e := [ e 1 e 2 ] ∈ R m r +2 be denoted by T ew (z) ∈ R (m r +2)×2 (z), and be represented by
The control input u is generated by the external input w via the feedforward controller K such that
holds. Further, we introduce y which satisfies
Then, G is interpreted as a generalized plant in a generalized control structure used in H ∞ control theory as shown in Fig. 7 . It should be noted that y satisfying (13) contributes to the equivalent transformation from a feedforward control design to a feedback one. In fact, by using the transfer function of G given by we see that the transfer function from w to e 1 remains unchanged: T e 1 w (z). Finally, it follows from (8), (9), (10), and (13) that the state-space representation of G is described by G :
The reduced H ∞ control problem for the generalized plant G shown in Fig. 7 can be solved in a standard way to obtain the output tracking controller K [19] . We summarize the optimization problem with low gain specification as follows:
Problem 2 (Model Matching Controller Design 2).
find
Remark 1 Note that Problem 1 and Problem 2 can also be formulated using the H 2 norm criterion. It is known that a huge amplification of the controller at a certain frequency causes sound quality deterioration. Therefore, we adopt H ∞ norm minimization, which contributes to suppressing the maximal amplification of the controller.
Application of Model Matching Control to Actual Data of Sound Field
System Identification of Reproduced and Desired Sound Field
We modeled the reproduced sound field M r and the desired sound field M d as the parallel-connected system M par sharing its output ends as stated in Sect. 2.2. The experiment was done in the acoustic anechoic chamber at NHK Science and Technology Research Laboratories as shown in Fig. 8 . The 25 loudspeakers used in the experiment were lined up in a row as shown in Fig. 9 . Further, we consider a virtual sound source at the left 90
• azimuth in the horizontal plane in the desired sound field. This experimental condition implies that m r = 25 and m d = 1. Then, the impulse responses of the 26-input and 2-output acoustic system were measured using microphones built into a head and torso simulator (HATS) called KEMAR at a sampling frequency of 48 kHz.
The dead times of the impulse responses were eliminated as follows. The dead time d i (i = 1, . . . , 26) is defined as
where B i ∈ R n denotes the column vector composing B as
In the measured data, d i corresponds to the sample time when an acoustic signal reproduced by the i-th loudspeaker transmits to the listener's left/right ear nearer the loudspeaker. Now, the system matrices A, B = [ B r B d ], and C were estimated with the model order n = 120 by the singular value decomposition (SVD) method [20] . The models of the reproduced sound field M r and the desired sound field M d were constructed.
Result and Evaluation on Numerical Experiment
We designed the output tracking controller K both without and with low gain specification, respectively, using the identified models M r and M d . Since we adopted a full-order H ∞ controller, the order of the controller was same as the sound field (120th order). It should be noted that the auditory experiment over loudspeakers on many subjects is not easily performed. Thus, we numerically implemented binaural sound reproduction. In order to examine the tracking performance and the gain of the designed controller K * , we calculated M d − M r K * ∞ and K * ∞ , respectively. Also, we employed the spectral distortion (SD) [21] , which is frequently used in acoustics, and evaluated the sound reproduction performance.
First, the design without low gain specification (α = 0) is evaluated. We obtained the minimal value of
−13 by solving Problem 1. Figures 10 and 11 show the Bode plots of M r (z)K * (z) and portions of K * (z), respectively. In the figures, the dashed lines represent the results without low gain specification. It is clear from Fig. 10 that the equalization of M d (z) and M r (z)K * (z) is achieved accurately. However, the gain of K * may become high since the solution to
is non-unique. The higher gain of the controller causes less robustness against uncertainties in an actual reproduced sound field.
Next, the design with additional low gain specification is evaluated. We introduced the tuning parameter α that specifies degree of gain suppression and solved Problem 2 iteratively. We designed K * for Figs. 10 and 11 , the solid lines represent the results with low gain specification. As we see in Fig. 10 , almost no difference of tracking performance between with and without low gain specification is detected. Besides, Fig. 11 shows that the gain of K * is reduced by imposing low gain specification; in fact, the H ∞ norm of K * is K * ∞ = 4.618, whereas that without low gain specification is K * ∞ = 6.852. Table 1 lists up the H ∞ norms of M d (z) − M r (z)K * (z) and K * (z) for the designs without and with low gain specification. The table shows that the proposed design with additional low gain specification suppresses the gain of the controller with a little performance deterioration. Furthermore, Table 2 lists up the H ∞ norms of (i, 1) entry K * (z). We see that additional low gain specification not only reduces but also balances the H ∞ norm of each entry.
In addition, to evaluate to what extent the reproduction performance is deteriorated by adding low gain specification in Fig. 10 , we employ the SD, which is defined as
where |X(ω i )| and |Y(ω i )| are the magnitudes of transfer functions X(z) and Y(z), respectively, and N is the number of dis- Fig. 12 Relation between the H ∞ norms of K * (z) and
for each tuning parameter α. The symbols "×" and "•" represent the results without and with low gain specification, respectively. As α takes larger value, the gain of K * gets lower but crete frequency bins. An SD score specifies the deviation between magnitudes of two transfer functions in a logarithmic scale across a certain frequency range. It has been reported that the objective evaluation by SD scores is in good agreement with the subjective evaluation by auditory experiments [21] - [23] .
Although it depends on the experimental conditions such as the location of the virtual sound source or the frequency range, the two transfer functions according to an SD whose score is less than 1 dB, are almost never distinguished auditorily. We selected N = 100 and ω i of 20 Hz to 24 kHz roughly corresponding to the audible range. Table 3 shows the SD scores for M d (z) and M r (z)K * (z). The reproduction performance is a bit deteriorated by adding low gain specification. Besides, for the control point at the left ear which is on the same side of the position of the virtual sound source corresponding to M d (z) (the left 90
• azimuth), the equalization of M d (z) and M r (z)K * (z) is achieved with high fidelity; for the control point at the right ear which is on the opposite side, the fidelity is a bit deteriorated. After all, the SD scores at the worst are less than 1 dB, which indicates that M d (z) and M r (z)K * (z) are sufficiently similar. Therefore, the numerical experiment shows that the designed controller even with low gain specification realizes binaural sound reproduction accurately.
Furthermore, the authors conducted the actual experiment over loudspeakers and perceived the virtual realization of threedimensional audio. The objective evaluation with auditory experiments remains to be done due to difficulties in experiments on many human subjects, and we will deal with this work in the future.
Conclusion
We proposed a design method of low-gain controllers based on an H ∞ model matching problem for binaural reproduction over loudspeakers. The design problem was formulated as a feedforward output tracking control in the formation of H ∞ control. In sound reproduction, uncertainties in an actual sound field arise from, e.g., individual differences of HRIRs or sound reproduction in reverberant and noisy environments. The proposed method of designing a controller with low gain amplitude yields a significant improvement in the robustness against these uncertainties. Finally, the design method was applied to binaural reproduction over the 25 loudspeakers using actual experimental data of the sound field. The numerical experiment showed the effectiveness of the controller with low gain specification.
